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ThroughTek and Advance Vision Electronics create IoT
smarter home solution
Press release [Tuesday 28 April 2015]
ThroughTek Co., Ltd. (ThroughTek), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine to Machine (M2M) solution
provider, and Advance Vision Electronics Co., LTD. (Advance Vision Electronics) cooperate to showcase the
advantages of integrating IoT solutions to security cameras with multimedia applications at SMAhome International
Exhibition 2015 in Taipei. The exhibit will primarily focus on the Kalay cloud platform and VSaaS (Video
Surveillance as a Service), a key component module, which allows transmission of multimedia in realtime and
recorded video, and enabling centralized management via web portal.
ThroughTek has specialized in adhoc online Peertopeer (P2P) technology and solution for real time streaming of
multimedia has assisted in countless implementation of IC design companies, manufacturers and service providers
integrated to the marketplace. The continued success of ThroughTek led to the decision of releasing the Kalay
cloud platform in 2014, a flexible and scalable IoT cloud based platform designed to help enterprise and
consumers to quickly and effectively deploy their connected device ecosystems. Kalay provides a complete IoT
solution with 17 modules, empowering enterprise and consumers to build their own customized cloud service
platforms tailored to their needs. The Kalay cloud platform features a unique tunneling technology that allows for
seamless experience of realtime viewing of live streaming and recorded video from personal storage for network
cameras, so that end users can enjoy multimedia whenever and wherever without constraint.
Advance Vision Electronics has extensive experiences in OEM and ODM business for comprehensive network
cameras with support for P2P technologies. With ThroughTek's Kalay cloud platform, Advance Vision Electronics
can offer customers with a more competitive product, providing video streaming integration as an improved service
and solution for smart homes.
The ability to build intelligent relations and communication between devices with IoT implementations will create
business opportunities for hardware manufacturers. Collaborations between cloud service platforms and
embedded hardware will be the trending topic at SMAhome International Exhibition this year.
SMAhome International Exhibition 2015 will be held in Taipei, Taiwan at the Nangang Exhibition Hall from 2830
April to present comprehensive security supply chain market and address the latest topics about IoT to help
transform businesses within the industry.
About ThroughTek
Committed to internet cloud platform development, ThroughTek's Kalay platform integration leverages a wealth of
APIs for a variety of operating systems, thereby quickly and easily incorporating diversity of devices into online
application. ThroughTek is proud to partner with chipset vendors, SoC vendors, OEM/ODM, and major branded
companies.
ThroughTek Website : http://www.throughtek.com/
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